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Abstract 
Functional diversity is a component of biodiversity that generally covers the range of 
functional traits of microorganisms prevailing in an ecosystem. Functional diversity 
is of high ecological importance because it is capable of influencing several aspects of 
ecosystem functioning like ecosystem dynamics, stability, nutrient availability, etc. 
Functional diversity of a community can be measured by functional richness and 
evenness. Functional richness refers to the number of species inhabiting a particular 
niche and functional evenness reveals how evenly the species are being distributed. 
Increase or decrease in functional richness and evenness simultaneously increases 
and decreases the functional diversity respectively. Decrease in functional richness 
and evenness decreases the ecosystem productivity and stability which ultimately de-
creases functional diversity of the same ecosystem. The effects of functional diversity 
on the productivity of an ecosystem can be quantitatively explained by the sampling 
effect model and the niche differentiation model. There are other proposed mecha-
nisms like Niche complementarity and species redundancy relating functional diver-
sity with ecosystem functioning. Rivets and idiosyncratic models relate functional 
diversity and species richness with ecosystem functioning. By considering the above 
proposed models on ecosystem functioning, it can be considered that functional di-
versity is a principal component of ecosystem functioning. So it can be assumed that, 
knowledge about a particular ecosystem reveals its richness and evenness which en-
able an individual knowing about the diversity of functional traits prevailing in the 
ecosystem. Thus, it opens up a new way in understanding and carrying out ecology 
related studies more efficiently and precisely in ecosystem. 
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1. Introduction 

Ecosystem represents a complex balanced interaction between the two important com-
ponents, biotic and abiotic that constitutes a healthy ecosystem. Minute changes in ei-
ther of the two components will bring about considerable changes in the ecosystem 
dynamics. Initially efforts were made to determine the efficiency of an ecosystem by 
taking into account species richness which was considered as the principle index of 
biodiversity. An ecosystem with high biodiversity is capable of developing into an effi-
cient ecosystem. In contrast to this, a wide array of studies reveals that it is the func-
tional traits of the organisms and not their taxonomic identification that affects the 
ecosystem linked processes [1]. Thus, in order to undertake mechanistic studies of eco-
system dynamics, it is the functional diversity that happens to be the most significant or 
crucial index for addressing the efficiency determination of an ecosystem. Functional 
diversity is a component of biodiversity that generally includes the wide range of 
metabolic activities carried out by the microorganisms in communities and ecosystem. 
It can be taken as a measure for distribution and productivity of organisms inhabiting a 
particular niche [1] [2]. Functional diversity is of high ecological importance because it 
is one of the components of diversity that influences the ecosystem dynamics, stability, 
nutrient availability, productivity and other aspects of ecosystem functioning [3]. The 
functional diversity indicates the reliability of an ecosystem by addressing their diverse 
metabolic potential.  

Soil harbours a wide diversity of microbial communities, but since soil is heteroge-
neous in nature and a discontinuous system, the soil microbial communities are not 
regularly distributed, rather they are present in discrete microhabitats [4] [5]. The en-
vironmental factors like carbon and other energy sources, available water, ionic bal-
ance, temperature, pH and intra- and inter-species microbial interactions affect the mi-
crobial population dynamics and their activity considerably [6] [7] [8]. Therefore, each 
microbial niche happens to be ubiquitous in terms of their microbial community 
structure [6]. This ubiquitous nature of the microbial niches results in the variation of 
the ecosystem efficiency. Therefore, screening of an efficient soil ecosystem happens to 
be important for diverse applications. Therefore, in the current study, we have explored 
the potentiality of microbial functional diversity to be an important indicator for the 
selection of efficient ecosystem.  

2. Measure of Functional Diversity 

Functional diversity of a community can be measured through measurement of traits 
usually with the help of two indices [9] [10]—functional richness and functional even-
ness [11]. Two important aspects of these indices are—firstly, they are independent of 
each other and secondly, both the components relate to the same entity [9]. 

1) Functional richness refers to the amount of a particular ecological niche occu-
pied by the species within a community. It is generally used as an indicator for poten-
tially used and unused niche space [9]. However, two communities with the same 
number of species may have different functional richness when functional traits of spe-
cies are more closely clustered in one community than in the other [12]. Low functional 
richness reduces productivity of ecosystem [13] because low functional richness indi-
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cates that some of the potentially available resources are being unused as the variation 
of species occupying a particular niche is lower and hence is incapable of utilising the 
entire available resources.  

Initially individual characters are taken into account in determining whether any 
particular character is related to ecosystem functioning but later multiple characters 
were considered. Measurement of each character from several individuals of each spe-
cies is required to describe the distribution. For example—if the functional character 
represents environmental tolerance, lower functional richness implies that under a 
stressed environmental condition the possibility of the species to take the advantage of 
the conditions will be missing thus reducing buffering against environmental fluctua-
tions [14]. Species richness and functional richness are inherently linked. Monocultures 
fall into one functional group representing a single functional trait whereas polycul-
tures are usually sampled from a pool of species representing multiple functional traits, 
therefore, the correlation between species richness and functional richness theoretically 
ranges from negligible to a one-to-one relationship [15]. Increase in species richness 
depends on many factors like nutrient availability, light and temperature availability, 
water levels, etc. Kleinebecker, Hoelzel and Vogel [16] found that the availability of de-
sirable nutrients in an ecosystem affects species richness. Functionally diverse commu-
nities were prone to composition shifts and increased dominance with nutrient addi-
tion because the diverse microbial community might contain a species with functional 
traits suited for exploitation of the added resource. 

Light limitation can reduce species richness and species diversity, but the impact of it 
depends upon functional evenness of the species in the community i.e., light limitation 
can reduce species richness and diversity only if the microbial community consists of 
phototrophic cells in majority [17]. As environmental filters (such as light) act on func-
tional traits, understanding the correspondence between abiotic factors and particular 
functional traits would help to predict which species from a regional pool could colo-
nize and survive in the respective area [18]. Reductions in light or temperature restrict 
the viable growth habits, resulting in decrease of species richness [19]. Species richness 
linearly decreases with increase in water levels, which indicates that the water level have 
exceeded the optimum levels, that effects the growth of the microbial cells [20]. 

2) Functional evenness is a measure of the species trait distributed regularly within 
the occupied trait space. In other words, functional evenness can be referred to as the 
degree to which the biomass of a community is distributed in niche space to allow ef-
fective utilisation of the entire range of resources available in the particular ecosystem. 
Lower functional evenness indicates that some of the parts of the niche space are under 
utilisation which results in decrease in productivity and reliability of the desired eco-
system [9]. Functional homogeneity or evenness of a microbial population contributes 
extensively towards the development of a stable ecosystem. Functional traits if not 
evenly distributed, the traits are at a risk of being diluted from the ecosystem because 
the existed traits will face a tremendous competition. Two ecosystems with diverse 
evenness will exhibit altered or different functional traits after a particular time gap, 
even if both the ecosystems are of same size and exhibits the same quantity of func-
tional richness. An ecosystem with high functional evenness indicates that the func-
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tional traits are evenly distributed in the particular ecosystem. So if some of the mem-
bers with a particular trait in an ecosystem are lost in presence of some disturbances, 
then the existing member with the similar trait replaces the lost trait i.e., the lost mem-
ber from the ecosystem and thus successfully retains its native state. In contrast to this, 
an ecosystem with uneven functional traits indicates that some of the functional traits 
in the ecosystem are distributed in high numbers whereas some in lesser numbers. 
Thus the selection pressure mounts considerably on those functional traits which are 
less in numbers. Therefore, due to certain disturbances in the ecosystem, if some of the 
members of a particular trait are deleted, it might result in complete rejection of the de-
sired trait as it poses a difficulty in replacement of the missing number since they are 
very lesser in number. 

3. The Effects of Functional Diversity on Productivity 

Functional diversity is a measure of functional traits of an organism that influences one 
or more aspects of ecosystem functioning. In other words, it measures the distribution 
and productivity of organisms inhabiting a particular niche [1] [2]. But in spite of this, 
functional diversity has certain effects on the productivity of an ecosystem. These ef-
fects are qualitatively been described by two different models [3].  

3.1. Sampling Effect Model 

The first model is the sampling effect model that hypothesizes that species inhabiting a 
particular ecosystem differs from one another depending on their competitive ability. 
This statement infers that species that are highly competitive in an ecosystem are at the 
same time found to be more productive [3]. Thus sampling effect model is self ex-
planatory in the fact that an ecosystem with more of competitive species will be more 
productive. A species is considered to be the best competitor among a group of com-
petitors in an ecosystem if it utilizes the minimum of the limiting source in comparison 
with that of the others inhabiting the same ecosystem [21]. Sampling effect model also 
predicts that increase of diversity in an ecosystem also increases the productivity rate 
whereas decrease in diversity results in a decrease in productivity rate. In addition to 
this, the sampling model also elucidates that with increase in diversity there is increase 
in usage of unconsumed resource. Thus it can be said that, functional diversity can be 
directly related to ecosystem productivity and indirectly to the unconsumed resource 
i.e. increase in functional diversity increases the ecosystem productivity whereas de-
creases the amount of unconsumed resource. Suppose if we want to increase the soil 
fertility by introducing nitrogen, we need to add nitrogen fixing bacteria to that soil. 
These nitrogen fixing bacteria, if they are highly competitive, they can tolerate the 
competition for the resource with the existing microorganism. If they survive, they can 
execute the biological process of nitrogen fixation in the soil which will result in overall 
increase in nitrogen content of the soil. If the newly introduced organism is being killed 
due to the high competition with the existing organism, then the overall functional di-
versity as well as the ecosystem productivity will not be increased. If the latter organism 
survives with that of the existing ones by adjusting the competition, then the overall 
functional diversity as well as ecosystem productivity increases. 
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3.2. Niche Differentiation Model 

Niche differentiation model assumes that a habitat is spatially or temporally heteroge-
neous or diverse. That is the species residing in that particular habitat exhibit diverse 
traits which ultimately determines their response to this heterogeneity. The Niche dif-
ferentiation model also assumes that each species residing in a particular habitat is a 
superior competitor and is capable of resisting high competition, which ultimately des-
ignates it to be more productive. In accordance with the niche differentiation model, 
each species should possess selective combination of traits such as high soil pH and 
temperature tolerance which will allow an organism to potentially exploit the available 
resources under the prevailing conditions and results to be a good competitor in some 
definite part of the habitat rather exploiting the entire range of conditions prevailing all 
throughout the habitat. This selective exploitation of resources by a particular organism 
differentiates the macro habitats into several micro habitats enabling abundance of an 
organism in their respective occupied microhabitat. Thus each species will be a good 
competitor in their definite micro habitats and due to the high competition the abun-
dances of the overlapping species will be reduced. 

In order for proper utilisation of soil insoluble phosphorus by the plants, phosphate 
solubilising bacteria needs to be introduced into the soil. These are a group of bacteria 
that exhibit a combination of traits like solubilisation of insoluble phosphate and at the 
same time secretion of high amounts of organic acids. These traits enable them to be a 
good competitor in a phosphorus rich microhabitat. A superior competitor can always 
survive the high competition in a desired microhabitat because it posses the traits that 
are required for its survival. As each species is a superior competitor in its own desired 
microhabitat, so the traits existing in the particular habitat are significantly diverse. The 
existence of diverse traits in a particular ecosystem will automatically increase its pro-
ductivity rate. So it can be said that the Niche differentiation model positively correlates 
functional traits with the productivity of an ecosystem. 

4. Effects of Functional Diversity on Ecosystem Functioning 

Functional diversity is a measuring index that is used to measure the reliability as well 
as the proper functioning of the ecosystem [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]. A linear response of 
increasing function with increasing diversity indicates that all species, even rare ones, 
are required to maintain healthy levels of ecosystem function. Alterations in the func-
tional diversity of an ecological niche space has certain effects on the ecosystem func-
tioning. There are several proposed mechanisms behind the diversity and ecosystem 
function relationships. These mechanisms are based on the patterns of species distribu-
tion in niche or functional space. 

4.1. Niche Complementarity Model 

Niche complementarity has been proposed as a mechanism linking diversity with eco-
system processes [13] [27] [28]. The word niche refers to a set of species that have 
similar traits and are likely to be similar in their effects on ecosystem functioning [3]. 
On the other hand, complementarity in ecology refers to the niche partitioning or dif-
ferences in resource requirements among species [29] [30]. Niche complementarity 
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hypothesis implies that functional groups, occupies functionally distinct niches in an 
ecosystem and use resources in a complementary way. That is, if some of the functional 
groups inhabiting a particular niche go extinct, the resource exploitation will decrease 
resulting in declining of ecosystem functions [31]. In order to draw a positive relation-
ship between functional diversity and ecosystem productivity on the basis of niche 
complementarity hypothesis, different grasslands harbouring different functional 
groups using different nitrogen sources was considered. Different forms of nitrogen 
acquisition such as symbiotic nitrogen fixation, internal nitrogen recycling or soil ni-
trogen uptake have been studied for different functional groups in grasslands, suggest-
ing complementarity nitrogen strategies [32] [33] [34]. For example, suppose a fertile 
land harbours a wide variety of microorganisms. The resources available in that par-
ticular niche space is completely being utilised by the existing species for the purpose of 
nutrition or for the conversion of complex insoluble substances to simpler soluble ones 
to be utilised by other microorganisms. If there is deletion or removal of some of the 
microbial cells from the desired ecological niche space, decreasing the functional diver-
sity, the rate and amount of utilisation of the available resources will decrease which 
will ultimately hamper the normal ecological balance of the soil resulting in lowering of 
the soil ecosystem functioning. Thus it can be referred that functional diversity has a 
distinct correlation with the ecosystem functioning. 

4.2. Species Redundancy Hypothesis 

The species redundancy hypothesis shows relationship between diversity and ecosystem 
functioning and also helps in understanding the ecological values of biodiversity [23] 
[24] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39]. The word redundancy refers to unnecessary. Walker in-
troduced the concept for the purposes of assessing conservation priorities [23] [36] ar-
guing that conservation efforts should focus on species that are singular in their con-
tribution to ecosystem functioning. According to this hypothesis, the rate of ecosystem 
functions increases as more species are present. But this occurs only to certain extent 
after which more of the species are redundant and do not have any additional effect on 
ecosystem functioning. In this theory, the loss of species does not show any initial ef-
fect, but after certain point the ecosystem functions begin to suffer. For example, sup-
pose an ecosystem harbours diverse microbial species. This diverse ecosystem shows 
high species richness but has less species evenness i.e., there is great diversity in the 
ecosystem with wide number of organisms but the organisms are not evenly distrib-
uted. Lack of evenness represents that the organisms differ greatly in their numbers in 
that ecosystem. In this context, if the microorganisms with highly important functional 
traits but lower in number, gets removed from the ecosystem instead of removal of the 
redundant species that are greater in numbers will in turn affect the ecosystem func-
tioning. Thus it can be seen that if there is decrease in functional diversity there will be 
automatically decrease in ecosystem functioning. 

5. Effects of Species Richness and Functional Diversity  
on Ecosystem Functioning 

Darwin [40] for the first time proposed that an increase in functional diversity of an 
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ecosystem also increases the ecosystem stability. This was reiterated by MacArthur [41], 
and modelled by May [42]. Ecologists have proposed that an increase in species rich-
ness also increases functional diversity, producing an increase in ecological stability 
[14]. There are many competing models but the two most common models describing 
the relation between species richness and functional diversity with ecosystem stability 
are as follows. 

5.1. Rivets Model 

The rivets model proposes that the ecological function of different species inhabiting a 
particular niche space overlaps, which means that even if a particular species with a 
definite functional trait is removed, it is simultaneously being replaced by another spe-
cies with similar functional trait [22]. Overlapping of ecological function enables an 
ecosystem to persist because it enables in compensating of the desired functions by an-
other species if any of the species present in an ecosystem is being removed. Rivets 
model presumes that ecological functional space is relatively small. Therefore, as spe-
cies are added to an ecosystem, their functions begin to overlap or complement one an-
other. This overlap allows ecological function to persist despite the loss of a limited 
number of species, since species with similar functions can compensate for the elimina-
tion or decline of other species. In ecological function, the loss of a single species from 
an ecological function space does not necessarily degrade the ecological function as the 
function carried out by the latter will be compensated by the other existing species with 
the similar function. But loss of several species with the similar functional trait will re-
sult in the degradation of the ecological function because there will be no left out spe-
cies in the niche space which can compensate the functions carried out by the latter 
species. 

5.2. Idiosyncratic Model 

Idiosyncratic in ecology means that each species inhabiting a niche is ecologically dif-
ferent from one another. The idiosyncratic model proposed by Lawton [43] suggests 
that ecological function of a particular niche varies idiosyncratically or proportionately 
as species richness increases. This model argues that the contribution of each species 
towards ecological function is potentially influenced by the interactions among species. 
Therefore, the effects of addition or removal of species depends entirely on the nature 
of the species introduced or removed and also with the nature of the species with which 
it interacts. Interaction among species is highly essential for proper functioning of the 
ecosystem. Most of the important biological phenomenon in an ecosystem successfully 
occurs due to interaction and involvement of diverse organisms. The higher is the spe-
cies interaction in an ecosystem indicates higher species richness of the particular eco-
system. The higher the species richness, the more is the ecosystem stability and finally 
the more will be the ecosystem productivity. Suppose an ecosystem contains few of the 
microorganisms carrying out the biological processes of nitrogen fixation and phos-
phate solubilisation. These functions indicate the functioning of the particular ecosys-
tem. On further addition of new microbial cells to the latter, the species richness will 
increase which will automatically increase the rate of ecological functions going on in 
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the ecosystem. Thus it can be said that the idiosyncratic model positively correlates 
ecological function with species richness. 

6. Statistical Analysis of Functional Diversity 

Functional diversity is a function of the species abundances in the community. The 
functional diversity of an ecosystem is measured by use of indices. Diversity index is a 
mathematical measure of species diversity in a given community. Diversity indices pro-
vide more information about community composition than simply species richness 
(i.e., the number of species present). They also take the relative abundances of different 
species into account. A diversity index depends not only on species richness but also on 
the evenness, or equitability, with which individuals are distributed among the different 
species. 

The two commonly used indices for measurement of species diversity are as follows. 

6.1. Simpson Index 

Simpson’s diversity index (D) is a simple mathematical measure that characterizes spe-
cies diversity in a community. In ecology, it is often used to quantify the biodiversity of 
a habitat. It takes into account the number of species present, as well as the abundance 
of each species [44] [45]. Simpson Index (D) measures the probability that two indi-
viduals selected randomly from a sample will belong to the same species (or some cate-
gory other than species). The value of D ranges from 0 and 1. In Simpson’s index, 0 
represents infinity and 1 represents zero diversity [46]. This is neither intuitive nor 
logical. So in order to avoid this problem Simpson’s Index of Diversity has been calcu-
lated. 

6.1.1. Simpson’s Index of Diversity (1-D) 
The value of Simpson’s Index of Diversity ranges between 0 and 1. The higher the 
Simpson’s index value the greater will be the diversity. This index represents the prob-
ability that two individuals selected randomly from a sample will belong to two differ-
ent species [45] [47]. 

6.1.2. Simpson’s Reciprocal Index (1/D) 
The value of this index starts with 1 as the lowest possible figure. This figure would 
represent a community having only one species. The higher the value the greater is the 
diversity of the ecosystem [45] [48]. 

6.2. Shannon Index 

This index is determined by both the number of species and the even distribution of 
individuals among those species. This means the Shannon index takes into account 
both the species richness as well as species evenness of an ecosystem. It indicates the 
degree of uncertainty of predicting the species of a given individual picked at random 
from the community [49]. The Shannon weaver index varies proportionately with the 
diversity of the ecosystem [50]. The values of Shannon index generally varies in be-
tween 1.5 and 3.5 in most of the ecological studies. The Shannon index increases as 
both the richness and the evenness of the community increase. This index incorporates 
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both the significant components of an ecosystem to measure functional diversity of an 
ecosystem. This can prove to be advantageous as well as disadvantageous in fact. It can 
be advantageous because both the components that rule the ecosystem are being taken 
into account but at the same time it can prove to be disadvantageous because any 
change in any one of the component will bring about change in the diversity index 
value. It is strength because it provides a simple, synthetic summary, but it is a weak-
ness because it makes it difficult to compare communities that differ greatly in richness. 

7. Conclusion 

Functional diversity is a measure of the value and range of functional traits prevailing 
in an ecosystem. It is an important biological key to access the functioning of an eco-
system. Any misbalance in the functional diversity of an ecosystem threatens the pro-
ductivity and stability of the ecosystem. Functional diversity can be used as a measuring 
index for quantifying the stability of an ecosystem which is an important aspect of an 
active and highly productive ecosystem. A biologically stable ecosystem shows high re-
sistance to disturbances and hence, shows high productivity in comparison with a less 
stable ecosystem. So it can be said that an ecosystem with high functional diversity will 
exhibit diverse biological activities. Thus, it can be considered that an ecosystem show-
ing higher functional diversity is capable of executing diverse biological activities right 
from a healthy agriculture to ecosystem bioremediation. To this end, functional diver-
sity can be considered as an efficient indicator of ecosystem screening. 
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